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After Hunter allowed the healer to come with Aiden, the alpha didn’t really go with her to see Ruby and his baby. He was

informed that the labor would be difficult because this was an early labor.

Because of the stress and the physical, including the me ntal pain that Ruby had to go through, it made her had to deliver her

baby ahead of time.

The guilty feeling that Aiden felt right now became more palpable. He was not an evil person to begin with, he only allowed his

emotions to control him, which would lead to a bad decision and action.

He was pretty impulsive to begin with and after witnessing how well his ex mate got along with the alpha and even had became

the luna of the lycan pack, it triggered something inside of him. He was so pis sed with himself for allowing this to happen.

Only if Ruby didn’t seduce him…

It was all that woman’s fault!

Well, it was not clear, who had seduced him at this point, since Aiden would always find someone else to take the blame for his

mistake.

“Alpha, the luna is looking for you,” one of the warriors informed Aiden when he watched the alpha only stood there without doing

anything, his eyes fixed at a certain carriage in the distance, but in closer look, you would know the carriage belonged to the

alpha lycan and what was going on inside there.

“Don’t you know that is a taboo for a man to be in delivery?!” Aiden snapped at him. The poor warrior had to burden the enmity

for the alpha because he came in the wrong timing. “Scram! Tell her if something happened to the baby, I will sent her back to

her town and don’t even think to see my child ever again! Tell me only when the baby has been born!”

The man immediately left the alpha alone, because he could tell that Aiden was in an extremely bad mood and it

emed, he knew what the reason of that.

After he was being left alone, Aiden tried to avert his gaze from the carriage, but he couldn’t. The more he stared, the angrier he

became, but he couldn’t not to see!

This feeling was akin to a torture, if only he could return back time, he was going to kill Hunter as well! He shouldn’t have agreed

to stop the war until he killed Hunter also!

And about what they said before…

“And what you were talking about earlier?” Lilac asked sleepily, thanked to the big bad
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alpha now she was very tired, she was barely able to raise a finger, neither she could keep her eyes opened. She felt like she

was going to fall asleep at any moment now.

Meanwhile, the culprit was smiling at her, he looked satisfied to see her exhausted and reeked with his scent.

This was the best thing that had ever happened to him. This woman was sated his desire in a way that no one could.

“He only wanted to confirm that I was the one, who had really killed my father,” Hunter replied and then explained in more detail,

as he played with her hair.

“What was your answer?” Lilac fluttered her eyelashes and the kissed on her forehead and the way he caressed her back made

her even sleepier.

“I told him that I did.”

“Why did you tell him that? What if he told someone else about this?” This time, Lilac closed her eyes, she heard half way

through Hunter’s explanation, but she was not sure where she lost him, as the sleepiness lulled her into a deep sleep.

The last thing she understood was the fact Hunter told her that Aiden wouldn’t dare to say anything about it, because he made a

name for himself because of the reality of what people believed that he was the one, who had killed Hunter’s father, which made

him a hero of the war.

Hunter didn’t mind him to play hero, since he could save the unnecessary prolonged war and avoided the death of innocent

people, more so he could get a good chuckle to see how embarrassing it was for Aiden to throw that achievement to his face

when he knew that it was Hunter, who actually killed his own father.

“Good night, little one… I love you,” Hunter said lightly against her forehead and then hugged her tightly. She was soft and small

and everything that he needed.

And after that the carriage resumed to move again, as they went back to their pack. Hunter had ordered two warriors to stay

behind with the healer, to escort her when she was done to assist Ruby of giving birth to their first child, while Hunter didn’t want

to spend another second there.

However, Ruby was having difficulty of giving birth to her baby and this was very stressful. She needed someone to give her

support, but all she could see was the people she was not familiar with.

There were not many women there, only four, including herself and the healer, while the other two women were the mate of

Danny and Anthony. She didn’t know them at all and when she asked for Aiden to be there for her, the reply that was relayed by

the warrior was very devastating.

Aiden didn’t want to be with her inside this makeshift tent.

The other two women actually felt bad for her, they were trying to calm Ruby and told her about the taboo that a man shouldn’t

be there during the delivery, but Ruby was having none of it, as she cried so hard, her voice became so h oa rse.

“Please, calm yourself down, or else the baby will be stressed too, it will be hard for you to give birth then,” the healer told Ruby

desperately. Instead of crying and screaming for a man that didn’t care about her, it would be best for her to save her energy.
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